This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you’ve circled them. Many words overlap. When you’ve crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven’t yet been circled. Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the ‘Last Word’ answer for this puzzle.

FIGURES OF SPEECH

Solution: 12 letters

ALLITERATION   ALLUSION   ANALOGY   ANTAGNOSIS   ANTAGONISM   ANTICLIMAX   ANTIPHRAZIS
BENN          CHIASMUS   CHURCHILL  CLIQUE      CLIVE       COVEY        DENCH       DENCH
DYER          DYSPEMISM  EPHORRE   FOOT        GRAHAM      HYPERBOLE    HYPERBOLE  HYPERBOLE
IDIOM          IRONY      LINCOLN    LITOTES     LOVINS      METAPHOR     METAPHOR   METAPHOR
ONOMATOPAOEIA PERSONIFICATION PUN   RHECTORIC    RHYME       RHETORIC     RHETORIC   RHETORIC
TROPE          UNDERSTATEMENT